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1.0. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 An IDRC funded training course on library automation was 
conducted in April-May, 1987 for the South and Southeast Asian 
countries. In view of the apparent success of this training, 
an evaluation study of this training programme was commissioned 
by IDRC with the objective of supporting such a training in the 
next few years. (Refer 2.1 and 2.2) 
1.1.2 The study is essentially a formative evaluation even though 
certain aspects of summative evaluation and needs assessment 
are also considered. Based on these considerations, it was 
decided that all trainers in the 1987 training course, 14 
selected trainees and their immediate officers were to be 
interviewed personally by the consultants. Furthermore, a 
selected list of potential participating organisations were 
also interviewed as part of the needs assessment exercise. 
(Refer 3.2) 
1.2 Trainees' Results 
1.2.1 Five research instruments were designed to elicit information 
from the trainees. Measures of 'impact' of the training course 
as well as other outcome measures were constructed. Based on 
these measures, the following conclusions can be made:-
a) In general, the trainees found the 1987 training course to 
have more than met their expectations. 
---·------------------·------·------------
b) The trainees were particularly impressed by the quality of 
the teaching staff and the instructional facilities. 
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c) The trainees were satisfied with the stated course 
objectives, course content and the instructional 
activities. 
d) However, the trainees found the course to be too extensive 
i.e. too much course content relative to the course 
duration. 
e) The trainees have identified a few weaknesses such as some 
trainers had tended to speak too fast (in English), lack of 
self-study periods and inflexibility in the course 
structure. 
(Refer 3.3.1) 
1.2.2 From the on-site observations and discussions with the trainees 
and their officers, it can be concluded that the trainees have 
learnt considerable amount of system development and 
bibliographic processing skills. Although all of them utilised 
certain aspects of these skills in one or more applications, 
yet only a few of them had utilised these skills to a desirable 
extent. (Refer 4.1 and 4.2) 
1.3 Trainers' Results 
1.3.1 Four research instruments were designed to elicit feedback 
information from all the trainers. These instruments relate to 
the course objectives, provision of variability for student 
learning, performance assessment methods and overall course 
evaluation. (Refer 3.3.2) 
1.3.2 The trainers were generally satisfied with the three major 
course objectives although there were some disagreement as to 
whether the 'computer literacy' objective should be retained as 
a major objective for future courses. (Refer 4.4) 
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1.3.3 All the trainers agreed that there was an inadequate provision 
of variability for student learning in the 1987 training --
course, and that this feature of the course curriculum is 
important for future courses. (Refer 4.4.2) 
1.3.4 In general, the trainers considered the 1987 course programme 
to be acceptable with minor modifications to course content, 
sequencing of topics and methods of performance assessment. 
(Refer 4.4.4) 
1.4 New IDRC-Funded Projects 
Four such projects were visited by the consultants. In 
general, the requirements of these projects are about the same 
as other projects. Furthermore, their project personnel need 
training in computer applications development to enhance their 
work productivity. (Refer 4.3) 
1.5 Recommendations for Changes to the Training Curriculum 
1.5.1 The three objectives and the two-parts division of the 1987 ( 
I I 
training course should be retained for future courses. I 
However, the 'computer literacy' objective is to be considered \ 
as a subsidiary one relative to the other two objectives. 
(Refer 5.3.2 - RG.l) 
1.5.2 In general, all the lecture modules (of topics) and the course 
duration are to be about the same as the 1987 training course. 
However, certain topics in the modules have to be deleted (or 
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emphasized less) while additional topics on information systems 
management and systems study project are to be included for 
future courses. (Refer 5.3.2 - RG.3) 
1.5.3 A certain amount of modifications is to be made to the course 
sequencing so that future trainees could see more clearly the 
relevancy of certain topics between different modules. (Refer 
5.6.1) 
1.5.4 Variability in the training for student learning is to be 
provided in the form of optional lectures (sessions), special 
lectures, choice of project topics, and self -study and 
consultancy sessions. (Refer 5.3.2 - RG.5, and 5.4) 
1.6 Recommendations for Selection of Trainees 
kc ..._,Q5 c~uJ 
,a.,j ..... · r 
In the 1987 training course, the trainees' background 
characteristics were quite heterogenous and this factor reduced 
the effectiveness of the teaching and learning activities. 
Hence, it is recommended that the selection process for future 
trainees be improved. Specifically, the selection process 
should, 
a) specify the target group clearly and the prerequisites of 
the course; 
b) have detailed information on trainees' job and responsi-
bility as well as on computer facilities; 
c) initiate the first official correspondence directly with 
the coordinator or head of the IDRC funded project; 
d) have enough time to select (or to reject) candidates using 




1.7 Recommendations for Enhancing the Infrastructure for Training 
There are certain training materials and computer facilities 
which were not available for the 1987 training programme but 
are considered to be important for future courses. It is 
therefore recommended that, 
a) a modest fund of Canadian $3,000 be made available to 
support a detailed analysis cum documentation of two 
information centres (i.e. one library and one documentation 
centre), which will be used later as case studies materials; 
b) a fund of Canadian $3,000 (i.e. $500 per module) to 
subsidize the trainers to prepare documentation for 6 
modules of the teaching materials for future courses to be 
held here or elsewhere; 
c) a supporting grant to replace or enhance the HP3000 
minicomputer system in the USM so that the MINISIS software 
can be used for the training and possibly as a regional 
centre for MINISIS training. 
(Refer 6.3.0 and 6.4.0) 
1.8 The detail of these results and recommendations can be found in 
the rest of this report. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMME 
2.1 Origin of the Programme 
As a result of a request made by the International Development 
and Research Centre (IDRC) and after preliminary discussions of 
the feasibility of conducting the training programme was held 
in 1986, it was agreed that the USM/IDRC Regional Training 
Programme in Library Automation would be held at Universiti 
Sains Malaysia, Penang. 
The objectives of the programme were:-
a) To increase computer literacy among librarians and 
information scientists. 
b) To develop skills in planning library automation systems. 
c) To promote a systems approach to library and information 
processing problems. 
Accordingly, the training programme was held from 20 April 1987 
to 23 May 1987 of which there were 26 participants for the 
course. Five participants attended Part I and two participants 
attended Part II only while the rest attended both parts, 
except for one who fell ill midway and had to return home. 
A topic oriented evaluation of the training programme was 
carried out at the end of the course. 
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2.1.1 Structure of the Training 
In compliance with the objectives of the programme, the 
structure of the training programme was organised into two 
interconnected parts. The objectives of the Part I and Part II 
programme were respectively, 
a) To assist the managers of library and information centres 
to acquire some knowledge on the use of computers as well 
as to emphasise the planned approach to the automation of 
library and information centres; and 
b) To teach skills in systems analysis and design in order for 
them to interact effectively with computer systems 
personnel and assist in designing and implementing library 
and information systems. 
This approach was adopted in view of the fact that there is a 
general shortage of systems and programming staff in the 
region, the unfamiliarity of personnel in the techniques of 
handling bibliographic information and the low level of 
expertise available in planning library automation systems. 
2.1.2 Background of the Trainees 
The trainees who attended the training programme were from 
diverse backgrounds. Broadly, they could be classified into 
three main groups, namely, those who had library and 
information experience; those who had computer expertise; and 
those who had neither library and information, nor computer 
knowledge. Many of these were from small specialised 
information centres, while a few were from medium-sized 
library, information and documentation centres. 
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2.1.3 Characteristics of the Programme Materials, Activities and 
Administrative Arrangements 
The curriculum of the course was structured to meet the 
objectives of the training programme. The teaching learning 
process was conducted by means of lectures, project and work 
assignments, and practicals. Handouts of subject outlines and 
reading materials were provided. As an aid to instruction, 
overhead transparencies and TV monitors connected to the main 
microcomputer were used. Lectures and practicals were 
conducted in several locations, mainly at the Computer Based 
Instructional & Training Services Unit (COMBITS), the PC 
Laboratory in the School of Mathematics and Computer Science, 
and the Library. Sufficient time was given to the trainees to 
understand the basic principles and concepts of the topics 
taught and for them to interact with the trainers. 
2.1.4 Description of the Trainees and Programme Organiser(s) 
The trainers were drawn from the teaching staff of the School 
of Mathematics and Computer Science, and the professional staff 
of the Library who had significant and vast experience in their 
subject fields. The organiser{s) were well-equipped to handle 
the training programme with the provision of physical 
facilities, accommodation and administrative support for the 
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programme at an optimum level. In this way, the basic needs of 
the trainees were taken care of which enabled them to 
concentrate fully on the learning aspects of the programme. 
2.2 The Evaluation Study 
After the completion of the training programme and during 
discussions held between Mr. Lim Huck Tee, Dr. Anne Bernard and 
Ms. Maria Ng of IDRC towards the end of 1987, it was agreed 
that an evaluation study of the training programme be carried 
out. Dr. Chee Kim Loy and Mr. Lim Chee Hong of Universiti Sains 
Malaysia, Penang were commissioned to carry out the project 
from 7 March 1988 to 30 June 1988 with Mr. Lim Huck Tee as the 
project administrative coordinator of the Evaluation Study. 
Furthermore, Dr. Chee Kim Loy who was not a trainer in the 1987 
training course was to be the study leader and he was to be 
assisted by Mr. Lim Chee Hong. This administrative arrangement 
was made so as to ensure that the evaluation study could be 
conducted with impartiality, and at the same time could proceed 
without delay in getting access to all the necessary documents 
for the study. 
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE EVALUATION STUDY 
3.1 Purpose of the Evaluation Study 
The need for an in-depth evaluation study was raised between 
the coordinator of the 1987 programme and the officers of the 
IDRC. 
The purpose of the evaluation study is to conduct a thorough 
study of the 1987 training programme (USM, Penang) so that a 
guideline can be produced to formulate a more effective library 
automation training course. The study is therefore essentially 
oriented towards a prospective and evaluative planning exercise 
which is intended, 
a) to provide a research-based review of the 1987 training 
experience; 
b) to assess the value of the training to the participants; 
c) to provide suggestions for future programme development. 
Nevertheless, a certain degree of retrospective and summative 
evaluation of the 1987 training programme was also incorporated 
in the study. This is mainly because there was no detailed and 
relevant quantitative measures of the trainees' performance. 
3.1.1 The audience for this evaluation study are the USM training 
staff who are likely to be requested to develop and implement 
the next course, and the IS (ASRO/SARO) and FAD programme 
officers of IDRC responsible for assessing the appropriateness 
of the new course proposal in light of identified regional 
needs in the areas concerned. 
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3.1.2 The specific issues to be addressed in the study are as 
follows:-
a) relevance of the course content to the operational needs 
of managers and other personnel of information centres and 
libraries in institutions associated with IDRC activities; 
b) appropriateness and effectiveness of the teaching methods 
used, the sequencing and amount of course content and the 
overall course duration; 
c) the quality and relevance of participant or trainee 
selection, preparation and follow-up, particularly in terms 
of 'matching' course content and methods with learners' 
needs and expectations; 
d) the course "impact" on the participants of the 1987 
training programme --- i.e. whether and how these partici-
pants have applied their newly acquired skills and 
knowledge in their work settings, and what are the 
constraints to such applications. 
3.2 Evaluation Strategy 
In view of the fact that this study contains elements of both 
summative and formative evaluation, the research strategy is 
somewhat unconventional. The evaluation study employs certain 
instruments to elicit information from, 
a) selected trainees and all trainers from the 1987 training 
programme; 
b) superiors of the selected trainees; and 
c) selected officers from potential organisations. 
3.2.1 Personal interviews were conducted with the trainers in the 
USM, Penang and with the trainees and their superior officers 
during the site visits. Due to time constraint and limited 
budget, it was not possible to interview all trainees of the 
1987 training programme. However, the selected trainees were 
purposefully sampled using the following criteria:-
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a) selected trainees to come from each of the five ASEAN 
countries, i.e. Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Philippines 
and Indonesia. 
b) for each country, at least one trainee who was a 'manager' 
and one who was a library or a data processing personnel. 
c) for each country (except Singapore), one potential 
organisation that would be sending a trainee for a future 
training course. 
3.2.2 Conduct of the Field Visits 
A major component of the evaluation study involved the visit of 
the Consultants to selected trainees of the training programme. 
The purpose of the visits was to acquire first hand knowledge 
of the views of the trainees regarding the training programme, 
their applications at the work site utilising the knowledge and 
skill acquired, and the setup of their organisations. The 
meeting also included getting the opinion of their superior 
officers about the usefulness and relevancy of the programme. 
The selection of the trainees for the visits to be undertaken 
was based primarily on the type and size of the library or 
information centres, and included trainees who attended both 
parts of the training programme. Visits were made to the 
trainees from the participating countries in Southeast Asia 
namely, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and 
Thailand. The few trainees from Bangladesh, India and Sri 
Lanka were not visited. 
In all, two separate trips were made to the region, comprising 
of Bangkok-Iloilo City-Quezon City from 17 April 1988 to 24 
April 1988, and Jakarta-Bogor-Singapore from 1 May 1988 to 5 
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May 1988, while a short trip was made to Kuala Lumpur on 11 
April 1988. The total number of trainees met was 14 from 11 of 
the institutions. In addition, the Consultants also met 5 
officers who were the immediate superior or other officers in 
the organisation in respect of the work carried out by the 
trainees. 
Besides the meetings with the trainees, the Consultants also 
held discussions with IDRC funded institutions where potential 
candidates for training are envisaged. 
The itinerary of the various visits to the trainees and their 
institutions as well as IDRC funded projects is shown in 
Appendix 3A. 
3.3 Instruments Used 
3.3.1 Instruments for Selected Trainees 
Five different types of instruments were used in eliciting 
information from the trainees during the field visits. The 
instruments were used during a personal interview. These 
instruments are:-
a) Methods in recording work performance data (see Appendix 3B). 
This is an unstructured set of questions in which information 
on computer facilities, computer applications and the work 
responsibility of the trainees were elicited. An 'impact' 
measure of the outcome of the training is derived from this 
instrument. 
b) Perception of the course objectives (see Appendix 3C). 
This instrument is to record the trainee's perception relating 
to the learning feasibility of the course objectives. The 
responses provide a measure in which to consider to what extent 
the objectives need to be changed. 
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c) Reaction towards the instructions in the course (see Appendix 
4A) 
This is an instrument in which trainees provide their reactions 
towards many important aspects of the instructional activities. 
These information will provide invaluable feedback to assist 
the evaluation team to suggest improvement to the instructional 
methods. 
d) Attitudes towards the training course (see Appendix 3D) 
This instrument is used to develop an attitudinal scale of the 
trainees with respect to their feelings towards the training 
course. This will provide an 'outcome' measure of the training 
course. 
e) Trainees' course evaluation (see Appendix 4B). 
This instrument provides the necessary feedback information 
which then can be utilised for specific and overall improvement 
to future training courses. The following five areas are 
evaluated: 
i) course content; 
ii) assignments and projects; 
iii) instructors or trainers; 
iv) training facilities; and 
v) overall assessment. 
3.3.2 Instruments for Trainers 
All the six principal trainers were interviewed personally. 
The instruments that were used are as follows:-
a) Evaluation of the instructional product (see Appendix 3E for 
detail) 
This instrument is used to obtain measures pertaining to the 
extent of the characteristics of the instructional product in 
which the trainer had inc I uded in the previous course. 
Simi liar questions were also asked as to what should be 
included in a future course. 
b) Identifying the instructional objectives of the course (see 
Appendix 3F for detail) 
In this instrument, various aspects of the instructional 
objectives were asked. 
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c) Provision for variability in the training (see Appendix 3G for 
detail) 
In the 1987 training course, there was n.2 provision for 
variability in the formal structure of the course curriculum. 
However, within each class, the amount of variability for 
student learning was left to the trainer's discretion. This 
aspect of variability was identified as an important feature in 
this type of training, considering that the course was 
intensive and that the students were far from homogeneous in 
many important characteristics. 
In this instrument, the trainers' responses provided a measure 
of the extent of variability which was used in the previous 
course, and also a measure of the extent of variability which 
will be desirable for a future training course. 
d) Course evaluation for trainer (see Appendix 3H for detail) 
Various aspects of the 1987 training course were evaluated 
using this instrument. The areas of evaluation were:-
i) course objectives; 
ii) instructional events; 
iii) materials, equipment and instructional aids; 
iv) trainees activities; 
v) system study project; and 
vi) general aspect. 
Measures from this evaluation provided useful feedback 
information for the improvement of the course. 
e) Performance assessment of trainees by trainers (see 
for detail) 
Appendix 3I 
In the 1987 course, the trainees' performances were assessed in 
various ways by different trainers. However, these assessments 
were ad hoc and not quantified. 
This instrument is designed to obtain relevant information 
concerning the performance assessment of the trainees. The 
intention is to assist the trainer to use better method of 
performance assessment for a future course. 
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4.0 RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION STUDY 
4.1 Results of Outcome Measurements (Trainees' Attitude) 
4.1.1 Trainees' Perception of the Course Objectives 
Eleven trainees took part in this measurement. The result is 
shown in column (A) of Table 4.1. 
All the respondents found the learning feasibility of the 
stated objectives of the training programme to be acceptable. 
Three of the trainees found them to be strongly acceptable 
while an equal number found them to be quite acceptable. The 
breakdown of their responses can be categorised as follow:-
Strongly acceptable 3 . 
Acceptable 5 
Tend to be acceptable 3 
4.1.2 Trainees' Attitudes Towards the Training Course 
The result of the attitudinal responses from II trainees is 
shown in column (B) of Table 4.1. In general, all the trainees 
had indicated a favourable or positive attitude towards the 








4.1.3 Trainees' Reaction Towards Instruction 
The eleven trainees had reacted towards the different aspects 
of instruction in the following ways:-
a) most of them (i.e. 8 trainees) had found the course quite 
hard; 
b) all of them considered the course to be at least quite 
interesting and actually about of half them found it to be 
very interesting; 
c) most of them found the reading requirements to be 
sufficient but a few of them thought that not enough time 
was given for more reading; 
d) most of them considered the allocation of time for theory 
and practical assignments to be adequate; 
e) all of them had requested help during the trammg and the 
major source of assistance was required for the practical 
assignments. 
For details of their responses to specific items, refer to 
Appendix 4A. 
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4.1.4 Trainees' Evaluation of the Training Course 
The training course was evaluated by 13 trainees. Four major 
components of the course were evaluated. The detailed scores 
for this evaluation are shown in Appendix 4B. A summary of 
the results are as follows:-
4.1.4.1 Course Content 
a) The selected topics in the training course were found to be 
at least very good to most of the trainees. Only one trainee 
found it to be a fair selection. 
b) The sequence in which the topics were presented was found to 
be good or very good by all of them. 
c) Similarly, the technical accuracy of the information 
presented in the course was found to be good or better by all 
trainees. 
d) The level of the training course was considered to be 
somewhat advanced by most trainees. Only one trainee 
considered it to be somewhat basic. 
e) The amount of material covered in the training course was v/ 
found to be too much by most trainees. 
4.1.4.2 Practical Work and Assignments 
a) Almost all the trainees found the practical work and 
assignments to be a good if not an excellent reinforcement of 
skills taught in class. 
b) However, the time allocated to complete them was inadequate 
for more than half the trainees. 
c) The practices and assignments were found to be interesting by 




The evaluation of the instructors in the training course was 
also undertaken. The results are as follows:-
a) All the trainees rated the level of knowledge of the 
instructors to be very good (or excellent). 
b) Furthermore, all the trainees considered the instructors' to 
be well prepared for the course and also were very willing to 
render needed assistance. 
c) Most of the trainees found the topics to be adequately 
covered by the instructors, and that the clarity of 
presentation was satisfactory. 
d) Most of the trainees found the instructor's use of relevant 
examples to be satisfactory. 
e) More than half of the trainees considered the delivery of the / 
course by the instructors to be somewhat fast. 
4.1.4.4 Training Facility 
The trainees unanimously agreed that the facilities provided 
for the training were good if not excellent. They were 
extremely satisfied with the administrative support, the 
teaching environment and the physical infrastructure. 
4.1.4.5 Overall Evaluation 
With one exception, all the other trainees found the course 
to have more than met their initial expectations. 
Furthermore, they all would recommend this course to others 
like them. Additional comments are provided in Appendix 4C. 
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4.2 Observational Assessment of the Extent of Utilisation of 
Acquired Skills by Trainees 
4.2.1 The utilisation of the acquired skills by the trainees is an 
important 'impact' measure of the training programme. The 
estimated amount of acquired skills and their subsequent 
utilisation by the selected trainees are shown in Table 4.2. 
In this table, the trainees are categorised by certain 
characteristics such as, 
a) the type of work organisation in which they work; 
b) the job position of the trainee tn the above work 
organisation; 
c) the type of computer facilities which are available; and 
d) the length of experience in using computer-based softwares 
for libary or information retrieval applications. 
These characteristics of the trainees and their work place are 
considered to be possible factors which determine the extent of 
utilisation of the acquired skills. 
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llE!!l1t en T.tainees 1 h:qJira:i SJd.lls ani their ut:iJ.isat.ia1 
I 
I Cllat:acteristic:s of Tra:i.mes ani W:D:X 
I OLganisat:.ima =r 
I 
I I I }fplirn-
T.tainees I I WJtX TrainJels I O:llp.Iter I~ l\mt. of t:i.cn 
Q:xje I exg. !briticn I Facility I in l>fpl.i- U3eful. U3eful. 
I~ I I cat:i.cn; Skills Skills 
I (A) (B) I (C) I (D) (E) (F) 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
lll I s s MI I N D B 
I 
122 I D L MN N c B 
I 
132 I D L MI L D c 
141 D D MN M E B 
211 s D MN L E D 
221 s L MN N D E 
311 s D MI N c B 
321 L L MI N c c 
332 D L MN M c B 
341 D D MN M D B 
411 I D L MI L D A 
I 
422 I L L MI L c c 
I 
431 I L D MN L c c 
I 
511 I L L MI L c A 
I 
a,b 
[F'a!:' rrtaticn, see next ~] 
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Notation 
Factors to be considered in work site observational assessment. 
A. Work Organisational Type 
A.l Large library (L) 
A.2 Documentation/information centres (D) 
A.3 Specialised information centres (S) 
B. Participant's Position in Organisation 
B.l Library/information science specialist (L) 
B.2 Data processing personnel (D) 
B.3 Others (e.g. subject or field specialist, operations 
personnel) (S) 
C. Availability of Computer Facility 
C.l Minicomputer and microcomputer (MN) 
C.2 Microcomputer only (MI) 
D. Experience in Using Computer Based Library /Information Retrieval 
Software Package 
D.l More than I year (M) 
D.2 About I year (L) 
D.3 Little or more (N) 









(Quite a lot) (A lot) 
F. The estimated amount of acquired useful skill which had been 
applied were rated as in E above. 
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4. 2. 2 Based en 'labl.e 4. 2, the d:ist:rib.tt.im of the anrunt of a:q.tirErl 
skills am the estinated extent of utilisat.i.cn of these skills 
am as follQIIS: 
'labl.e 4. 3: Distrib.1ticn of :Respn;es Based Cll 1!0:pjnd Skills 
am 'lba:ir uti.1.i.sat.:i. 
AnDlnt of EKtalt of 
Qrt:e:_pty 1gpire;i Skills utilisat.i.cn 
Ncne 0 0 
Little 0 2 
Fair 5 6 
Q.lite a lot 6 3 
A lot 2 2 
13 13 
It is clear that all t:rainees hcrl a::q.rlre:i a fair anrunt of 
use1iJl. skills. In fact, it was estinated that nme than half 
of tb:m hcrl a:q.tirErl cxnsiderabl.e anrunt of sx:h skills. Q'l 
mt natdl the extent of their aapisit.im. Irrleed, sate of 
them did mt utilise these a::q.rlre:i skills very nu::h. 
4. 2. 3 First, \\e look at t:rainees \\h:> hcrl c:vuass to the use of 
mini.a:llp.Iter. Wy ttr.u trainees (cx::de 211 am 221) ~ c::ane 
fmn the sane arganisaticn hcrl uti 1 i sed their skills q.rlte 
ext:a'ISivel.y. It is instnrtive to ~ this sro:e;sful 
(cx::de 
332 ani 341) \b:> hcrl similar chal:acteri.stics b.It in a 
different cn:gan:isat:icn (ani also fran a different cx:unt:J:y). 
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In this latter instance, the two trainees did not use their 
skills very much. The possible reasons are as follows:-
a) They appeared not to be motivated in applying the skills to 
areas of computer applications even though they had a few <\.. 
years in using library softwares. 
b) They had problems in utilising the 
quite unreliable and furthermore, 
contract for computer maintenance. 
minicomputer which was~ 
there was no current se• 
cc Gl< 
c) They had decided to use the microcomputer for future work 
and were facing technical problems in the software 
conversion tasks. 
Other trainees which faced similar problems were trainee code 
122, 141 and 431. All encountered problems in using the 
minicomputer which were mainly due to lack of maintenance or 
lack of access. 
It therefore appeared that having a minicomputer which was 
technologically dated and which required considerable amount of 
money for annual maintenance was a contributing factor to poor 
utilisation of acquired skills by some of these trainees. 
4.2.4 Next, we look at those trainees who had access only to 
microcomputer facility. Most of these trainees had utilised 
their acquired skills to a considerable extent. Only two 
trainees did not use their acquired skills very much. 
One of them did not have much say in the usage of the computer 
and her current job had little connection with computerisation. 
The other trainee appeared to have lack initiative in applying 
such skills to his work even though considerable amount of 
potential applications could be identified. 
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4.3 Observational Assessment of Potential Participating Organisations 
4.3.1 We were able to meet four organisations which have IDRC funded 
projects and are likely to send potential trainees for 
training. These are, 
a) the Provincial Waterworks Authority "PWA" (Thailand). 
b) the Marine Sciences Institute (Philippines). 
c) the Direktorat CIPT A KARY A (Indonesia). 
d) the Consumers' Association of Penang (Malaysia). 
All these four organisations definitely need computer training 
for their personnel with respect to the IDRC funded projects. 
Their requirements however were slightly different. 
Organisation (a) and (c) appeared to have similiar requirements 
as compared with organisation (b) and (d). 
4.3.2 All four organisations do require training in information 
science applications but organisation (a) and (c) also require 
data systems applications. This is particularly so for the 
Provincial Waterworks Authority which will be handling large 
amount of operational data and records as well as specialised 
bibliography. The Direktorat CIPT A KAR Y A has a similiar 
project like the PWA but their information systems requirements 
are more modest. In fact, they are only interested 
in developing and maintaining a centralised bibliographic 
database. 
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4.3.3 The Marine Sciences Institute has all the necessary computer 
equipment for information processing as well as for 
publication. However, their personnel require training at all 
levels, i.e. from operational to management activities. 
Their major applications are:-
a) specialised bibliographic database on seaweeds; 
b) database on their herbarium on seaweeds; 
c) cataloguing of the library collection. 
4.3.4 The Consumers' Association of Penang is a fairly large NGO and 
has many extensive activities in the area of research, report 
and newsletter production, and consumer education. They have a 
fairly large library collection. They do not have adequate 
computer facility (in fact only one microcomputer was recently 
purchased). 
Their personnel require training at all levels, and the 
potential computer applications are, 
a) library automation; 
b) specialised bibliographic database on common drugs 
(regional or international network); and 
c) office automation. 
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4.4 Results from Trainers' Interviews 
4.4.1 Evaluation of the Instructional Product 
Based on the responses of the six trainers, the following 
conclusions can be drawn with respect to the internal 
characteristics of the instructional materials and activities 
in the 1987 training course. (see Table 4.4) 
a) In general, the materials used and activities conducted in 
the 1987 course were found to be about just enough. 
However, there were distinct variations in the trainers 
responses. 
b) For future training courses, the desired amount of instruc-
tional materials and activities will be just a little 
additional amount relative to that of the 1987 course. The 
desired amount is fairly consistent for all the trainers. 
c) The specific characteristics of the instructional product 
which were found to be insufficient by most trainers are:-
i) prerequisite skills and knowledge for entry into the 
product; 
ii) provtswn for a well-prepared trainee to enter the 
course at some place other than the beginning; and 
iii) provision for remedial learning for weak trainees. 
This list of three specific characteristics is all related to 
the provision of variability for student learning, and this 
matter is discussed further in the following sections. 
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'Iabl.e 4. 4: M3an Scme of the EVal.ua:t:ial of Inst:r:u::t:iaa 
P.t'oi.ct ani of ProJ:isicn far Variability 
I 
I EVal.uat.ial of the ProJ:isicn for variabi-
I Inst:r:u::t:iaa P.rcxb::t lity in the 'lmin:in:J 
staff No. I 
I 
I ktual Dasi.m:i 
I 
I 
1 2.7 3.3 2.8 3.6 
2 2.4 3.3 1.3 3.0 
3 2.4 3.6 2.0 4.0 
4 3.3 3.5 3.3 3.2 
5 3.5 3.6 3.2 3.5 
6 2.5 3.1 
Cl::Itbin::rl 2.86 3.46 2.52 3.40 
N:1te: ~ scnres for the cp:sticns in tb:se '00 .i.rst::rutalts m:e 
as follaNS:-







4.4.2 Provision for Variability in the Training 
Six trainers gave responses to an instrument in which questions 
were asked as to the actual and desired provision for varia-
bility for student learning. The results are shown in Table 
4.4. In general, the provision for variability was 1121 enough 
in the 1987 training course, even though there was no consensus 
among the trainers. For future training courses, a fair amount 
of additional variability is desirable. 
The specific aspects of the instructional variability which 
were mentioned by most trainers are:-
i) prior proficiencies in computer skills; 
ii) English language proficiency; 
iii) level of knowledge, understanding and attitude; and 
iv) interpersonal communication skills. 
4.4.3 Performance Assessment in the Training 
All trainers agreed that there was a need to evaluate the 
trainees' performance in a training programme. The reasons 
are:-
a) to make sure they had understood the concepts taught in 
class; 
b) to assess the extent in which the trainees had acquired the 
skills taught in class (e.g. designing a system). 
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All the trainers provided some form of performance testing, but 
some of these were not graded in a quantitative manner. The 
types of assessments were:-
a) multiple-choice 
b) design problems 
c) written report 
d) role playing 
Most trainers agreed that the amount of performance assessment 
was inadequate in the 1987 training course. Suggestions for 
improvement in this area are:-
a) design more multiple-choice questions to be used as per-
formance testing; 
b). conduct periodic self-assessments using (a); and 
c) conduct assessment for each module of the training course. 
4.4.4 Course Evaluation by Trainers 
In general, the major features of 1987 training programme were 
found to be acceptable by all trainers. Nevertheless, there 
were certain areas of deficiencies which had been identified. 
These are, 
a) course content need to be phrased in simpler language 
(whenever possible); 
b) course objectives need some minor adjustments to reflect 
different competencies of the trainees; 
c) there should be more self-study breaks; 
d) the audio visual aids should be used more frequently; 
e) simulated exercises and relevant case studies should be 
used more frequently; 
f) the prerequisite knowledge and skills required of trainees 
must be properly conveyed to participating organisations. 
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5.0 A REVIEW OF THE TRAINING CURRICULUM AND ITS 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1.0 The 1987 Training Curriculum: A Review 
5.1.1 In the 1987 training programme, the topics in the curriculum 
for the Part I training were designed to be complementary to 
that of Part II, even though each of the two parts could be 
considered as a separate training course. In the Part I 
training course, one week was allocated in which about 20 
sessions (or classes) were held and they took about 27 contact 
hours (i.e. formal classroom interaction between trainers and 
trainees). 
About 1/6 of the contact hours were spent on selected 
managerial issues pertaining· to library automation, and 
another 1/6 on introductory lectures on information 
technologies. About 1/3 were given to lectures and hands-on 
experience with microcomputers, and another 1/3 to introduction 




1.1 r..i.braly autataticn: 
namgerial . JSSilf'S 
1.2 r.ntJ:aU:tm to infatnaticn 
t.edm:>l.c:q{ 
1.3 Prcd::ice with micrcxx:np.rt:ers 
(ard soft:wares) 
1.4 Lil::rcu:y SfP].icat.icrs' softw:ues 
D.IIaticn far 'Itpics urDe:r 
:Ant I 
N::>. of N::>. of Iet:cent of 
SessiaB :tb.Irs 'Ibtal :tb.Irs 
4 4.5 16.7 
4 4.5 16.7 
6 9.0 33.3 
6 9.0 33.3 
20 27.0 100.0 
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Table 5.1B: far 'Iq>iL::s urrler 
~. of ~. of Ie:ta:ut of 
Sessias lbirs Total lbirs 
Part II 
2.1 Int:rc:dx::tim to ~ 
cEtal::ase (u;in] dBASE III) 8 24.0 22.8 
2.2 Inb:l::dL.ct.:i to systan 
analysis/design 24 28.0 26.7 
2.3 Systau stmy proje± 2 l/2 days 15.0 14.3 
2.4 Bjb] i~c fOIItats (usirl;J 
~) ani :i.nfa:cratia1 eJa:harge 7 11.0 10.5 
2.5 'lhe::n:y ani pract:i.cs .in bililio-
graprl.cdatarasedesign 2 l/2 days 15.0 14.3 
2.6 Irit:J:ab:ticn to infontat.icn 
retrieval ani extema1 
datatases 4 7.0 6.7 
2.7 Presentatim by verxklrs of 
intsJratai libraJ:y systan 1 day 6.0 5.7 
105.0 100.0 
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The Part II training course lasted 4 weeks involving about 105 
contact hours between trainers and trainees. About 2/3 of 
these hours were spent on programming, database concepts, 
system analysis (and design) and the systems study project. 
The other 1/3 of the hours were allocated to bibliographic 
structure and design, information retrieval concepts and 
related demonstrations. (see Table 5.1B) 
5.1.2 In the Part I training course, the topics were grouped into 4 
basic modules and these were sequenced as indicated in Figure 
5.1A. The rationale was to introduce certain topics on issues 
pertaining to library automation and on elements of information 
technology. These topics were then supplemented with a 
'computer literacy' module involving the use of microcomputer. 
Finally, two microcomputer bibliographic database softwares and 
a mainframe integrated library software were introduced. 
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Fjgure 5.1A: 'lha Secp:n::::i.rg of the 'I'q).i.c:s in tba 1987 :RRt I 
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I (1.3) I 
I I 
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Figure 5.1B: '1m ~ of the Tcpics in the 1987 art II 
Tra:in:irg Ctm'se 
I I I I 
I Int:rcxi. I I Bibli<:rJiaPrlc I I Int:rcxi. I 
I Prcgranmin:JI I I Fbmats I I Infatnatia1 I 
I IBtabase I I (2.4) I I Ret.ri.eval. I 
I (2.1) I I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
~ ~ I 
I 
I I I 
I Int:rcxi. I I P.racti.aE I I 
I &)~stall Analysis/ I __ I .in Bibli.o)rap:lic I ~ 
I D:?sign I I D:ttal::ese I 
I (2.2) I I (2.5) I 







I I I 
&)~stall stu:ty I I P.te3ent:atim of I 
Proje:::t I ~ I Irlt.Egl:ate:i I (2.3) I I Librcuy I 
I I ~ I 
I I 
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5.1.3 In the Part II training course, the topics were grouped into 5 
basic modules as follows:-
a) Introduction to programming and database concepts; 
b) Elements of system analysis and design; 
c) A system study project which was a practical workshop for 
module (b); 
d) Introduction to bibliographic formats especially MARC 
record; and 
e) Bibliographic database design. 
5.2.0 Strength and Weaknesses of the Curriculum in the 1987 Training 
Programme 
5.2.1 The Programme's Strength 
All the modules were necessary and relevant to the achievement 
of the three objectives of the programme. The sequencing of 
the modules and their individual topics were logical, and were 
conducive to effective learning by the trainees. The duration 
of the two training courses were appropriate, given the 
objectives and the characteristics of the trainees. However, 
there were certain weaknesses which if rectified would greatly 
enhance the effectiveness of the training programme. 
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5.2.2 The Programme's Weaknesses 
The weaknesses in the programme can be described at three 
levels: 
the programme's goals, 
the content of the topics (or modules), 
the sequencing of certain major modules. 
5.2.3 Firstly, the programme imolicitly gave equal priority to the 
~ major goals (or objectives); computer literacy, system 
approach, and technique and skills at developing bibliographic 
databases. However, there were only ~ distinct training 
courses in the programme and this had led to a certain degree 
of misunderstanding among some of the trainers. As a result, 
the sequencing of certain topics between modules was somewhat 
loose. In particular, the following points were noted. 
a) In the Part II course, there was too much emphasis on 
learning to programme using dBase III when the original 
objective of the module was to use dBase III (being a 
popular microcomputer database management system) to 
demonstrate database as well as programming concepts. 
b) In the Part I course, there were too few topics on 
managerial issues pertaining to the managing of computer-
based applications or information system. On the other 
hand, a considerable amount of time was spent on learning 
how to use a few microcomputer applications within a short 
time. As a result, this did not satisfy the requirements 
of trainees, who either; 
i) had looked forward to an opportunity to learn and 
discuss information systems management issues; or, 
ii) had looked forward to be a reasonable competent 
computer user after the training. 
c) The Part II course implicitly required a prerequisite 
computer skill but this was not fully considered in the 
curriculum of the Part I course. As a result, certain 
trainees were quite at a loss when they tried to follow the 
Part II course. 
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5.2.4 Secondly, there were certain topics in a few modules which 
covered specialised or advanced techniques which were not very 
useful to most trainees in the immediate future. This was 
mainly because there was no need for most trainees to develop 
complicated computer applications and therefore they only need 
specialised assistance and skills from the training programme. 
Some of these advanced topics were:-
a) Advanced programming techniques; 
b) Detailed system design technique; 
c) Structured English; 
d) PERT and CPM 
5.2.5 Thirdly, there were topics in which their contents could be 
improved to effect greater coherency and relevancy to the 
training courses. Examples of these were, 
a) The case studies which were used in the programming and 
system analysis/design modules were illustrations to serve 
merely the particular topic(s). They were not designed to 
assist the trainees to see the relevancy of the diverse 
concepts from different modules. 
b) The module on systems study project was found to be an 
extremely useful one by the trainees. Unfortunately, it 
was sequenced to be an activity as a follow up to system 
analysis and programming only. Its usefulness would be 
greatly enhanced if the scope of the project were to cover 
the topics in the bibliographic design module as well. 
This would also provide an opportunity for trainees to use 
their own work situation as a study project which would 
increase the payoffs to the trainees. 
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5.3.0 General Recommendations for Curriculum Changes 
5.3.1 Certain changes in the curriculum are necessary in order to 
strengthen the training programme. The proposed changes have 
considered the following points:-
a) the identified weaknesses and strength in the 1987 training 
curriculum; 
b) the degree of flexibility in choosing the type and composition -.y 1 
of future trainees; 
c) the limited operational cost of the training; 
d) the availability of training resources in USM; 
e) the viewpoints which had been considered by the trainees and 
trainers. 
5.3.2 General Recommendations 
RG.1 The three major objectives of the 1987 programme should be w'-'"" ,--------- ,_~ 
retained. However, the objectives on computer literacy should () ......... 
be viewed as of lesser importance than that of "system 
aporoach" towards computer applications and of acquiring useful 
skills and techniques for developing and implementing 
information services applications. 
RG.2 The Part I and Part II training programmes should continue to 
be considered as self-contained (i.e. as a separate training 
programme) to meet the requirements of their respective target 
groups. 
RG.3 All the major components of the Part I and Part II training 
programme are to be retained subject to certain modifications 
to be described later under specific recommendations. 
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RG.4 The duration for the two training programmes (i.e. 1 week for 
Part I programme and 4 weeks for Part II programme) be 
maintained subject to minor modifications which will be 
described later in specific recommendations. 
RG.5 In view of the expectation that future trainees will come with 
RG.6 
varying level of qualifications, skills and experiences, future 
training programmes should have provisions for "variability" in 
the curriculum. In. particular, effort should be made to 
provide, 
a) optional tutorial sessions to meet individual inadequacies; 
b) additional tutorial sessions for certain trainees in Part I 
programme who need to fulfil the prerequisite requirements 
for Part II programme; 
c) a vaila bili ty of self -study periods cum private consultation 
sessions with trainers. 
In view of the different level of English proficiencies among 
the trainees, it is essential that trainers should not speak 
too fast to the trainees. The trainers should also explain in 
greater depth some of the technical or abstract terms used in 
the classes. 
RG.7 A course evaluation should be implemented separately for the 
Part I and the Part II courses, so that valuable feedback, 
could be obtained to improve subsequent programmes. 
RG.8 For each major module, an attempt must be made to formalise 
some types of performance assessment of the trainees. The 
specific type of performance evaluation should be the 
responsibility of the programme coordinator and his trainers. 
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5.4.0 Specific Recommendations for Part I Training Programme 
RI.l The rna jor objective of the Part I training programme should be 
to educate the administrator (or manager) of an information 
service unit to adopt a systematic approach towards the 
development and implementation of computer-based applications. 
In this respect, the computer literacy's objective is a 
necessary but a subsidiary objective in this programme. 
RI.2 More topics on managerial issues on information systems 
development should be incorporated as compared with the 1987 
training programme. 
RI.3 Optional tutorial sessions or seminars with a total duration of 
6 hours should be made available for trainees who need, 
EITHER 
exposure to basic concepts and hands-on experience with 
computers 
more in-depth discussions on information systems management. 
RI.4 An extra day of tutorials in microcomputer applications for 
trainees who would be following the Part II training programme 
and who have inadequate skills in using computers. 
RI.5 Trainees should be exposed to different levels of system 
complexity. Hence, library softwares should be introduced at 
three levels, i.e. microcomputer, minicomputer and mainframe 
computer level. In this regard, CDS/ISIS, MINISIS and 
DOBIS/LIBIS applications are recommended because of either wide 
usage or availability of these softwares in USM 
/ 
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RI.6 The topics on information and related technologies should be 
relevant to the practical aspects of the information services 
activities, i.e. from data acquisition to document production. 
Hence, topics on office networking and desk top publishing 
technology should also be included. 
5.5.0 Specific Recommendations for Part II Training Programme 
RII.l Relative to the 1987 training programme, about 10 percent of 
the total training hours from the system analysis/design and 
programming topics are to be taken out and given to the other 
components of the training (i.e. system study projects and 
development of bibliographic databases). 
RII.2 Case studies which are to be used in the training programme 
should be related to applications for information centres or 
libraries. 
RII.3 The system study project should be extended to cover all 
phases of system analysis and bibliographic design. In this 
regard, two interrelated system study projects should be given, 
one covering the system analysis aspect and the other 
emphasising the design aspect. 
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RII.4 Trainees should be recommended to use their own case studies in 
the system study projects so as to maximise the opportunity to 
resolve any technical difficulties which they have had 
encountered in their work. 
RII.5 A complete set of documented case studies for a small 
information centre and another one for a large library 
application should be given to trainees as a guide for their 
system study projects as well as for future reference 
materials. 
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5.6.0 The Proposed Curriculum for Future Training Programme 
5.6.1 Based on the above curriculum review and the set of 
recommendations, a proposed curriculum has been designed. The 
proposed topics are organised under different modules within 
Part I and Part II of the training course. 
The sequencing of the modules (or topics) for the Part I and 
the Part II training course are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 
5.4 respectively. These are accompanied by the listing of. the 
individual topics together with the suggested duration (in 
hours). 
5.6.2 An overall comparison between the 1987 and the proposed 
curriculum in terms of the type and distribution of topics is 
shown in Table 5.2A (for Part I course) and Table 5.2B (for 
Part II course). 
Basically, there is not much difference in the total number of 
hours and the type of topics between the 1987 and the proposed 
programme. However, a slightly less emphasis on computer 
literacy and system analysis technique topics is clearly 
indicated. This is compensated by more emphasis on the 
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Neb.mkin:J t.echrolc:xJY 
Atplic:aticns M:xllle 
~ticn soft:wares far infanratien mlb:es arxi 
libraries: an OJerview 
Intrc:xirt.icn to cm;rsrs (micrcx:x::np.rt 
software) 
Practical w:rlsh:p en cm;rsrs 
Intrc:xirt.icn to MINISIS (minia::np.It.er-bas 
software) 
Practical w:rlsh:p en MINISIS 
Intrc:xirt.icn to rx:ms;ums (nainfrane-i:ase 
software) 
Practical w:rlsh:p en rx:ms;ums 
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Part n: Ctllrse Listirg ani nnaticn 











P.racti.c:al. iss Jes :in ~ develcpiB It ani 
inpl.E!lBltaticn of an infatnaticn system 
far libraries ani :i.nfontaticn ce tb:es 
System Analvsis ani ll:sian M:xille 
~ 
I:nt:rcxb::ti.cn to the cx:acept of system 
develcptert life cycle (SDIC) 
Feasibility stu:iy ani int::rcrlLx::t: to the 
analysis P'lase of SDIC 
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SS5 Systans sb.rly project: P.ra::tical w:xX (D:!sign) 1 day 
SS6 Systans sb.rly project: lEp:rt prep:u:atim 1 day 




BS1 Bibl.icgrapllc n:cord/b.ibl.ioJI~:hi.c fcn:nats far 
cx:np.zter prcxESSlnJ 1l/2 
BS2 st:tu±ure of a MAR:: :m:xml 1 
BS3 Prcd:.ic:al. w::u:X: Irp.It.t.j.J'q 4 
BS4 creat:irq of ~ rEDJtds 2 
BS5 P.rca1ssinJ of ~ :re:::ards 2 
IDl cent:J:a1ised VS deca Il:tali.sed/ 
D:i..st:rib.zte ~c::s of .infatnat:.i.al 
~ 2 
~ 1l/2 
Hl3 Prcd:.ic:al. w::u:X in mblicgra};ilic datarese 
design, usinJ cm;rsrs ard MINISIS l2 
IRl Infatnat.im st:al:a3e ard mt:rieval. ths:lty 1l/2 
IR2 ~ of t.elecx:muJn:i. 1l/2 
lR3 Profile blD<iinJ far searc:hin;J databases 1 
IR4 en-lire .infatnat:.i.al mt:rieval.: mAim 2 
E CWrse evaluat.ial ard cfuulSS.im 1 
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'Iable 5. 2A: Dist:rihlticn of S sial; an:i D.Irat:iat far Tcpic:s urder 
the PJ::qxsm 'n:ainin;J PJ::cgtauue: 1:mt I 
PJ:qxEe:i P:tcgtanne 1987 P:tcgtaane 
Chirse Tcpic:s N::>.of No. of Pe:t:c:eut of Pe:t:calL of 
sessiaB H:urs 'Itlt:al Hrs 'Itlt:al H:urs 
(28) (27) 
J:mt I 
1.1 1utarati.al far 
libraries an:i 
i.n:fatnatim Cet Il:tes: 6 8.0 28.6 16.7 
a~ 
~sp:ctive 
1.2 Int:rcx:lu::t1: to 
a::trp.Iter an:i 4 5.0 17.9 16.7 
ml.atsi i.n:fatnatim 
ta::hrx>1CXJies 
1.3 ~ so:fb.ares 
far l.ibral:yj 7 9.0 32.1 33.3 
in:fc:n::nat.i. cer Il:res 
1.4 'l\.rt:aria1.s en 
micrcx:x:np.rt: systan 6 ] 
ar I 
'l\.rt:aria1.s en I pract:ical. . lSSilf'S en 61 6.0 21.4 33.3 
in:fc:n::nat.i. systats ] 
namgem:m: 
1.5 ~cnal tutorial 
en micrcx:x:np.rt: 1 (6.0) 
awli.ca.ticrs 
28 (34) 100.0 100.0 
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Table 5. 2B: Distrihzt.i.cn of Sessicns ani D..n:ati.al far 'ltpic.s 'l.Il'Det' 
the P.tqxsErl 'Irainirg P.roftdltue: au:t II 
P.rcp:::sa:l P.tCXJrdlttte 1987 P.ttxJranne 
Cl::mEe 'ltpic.s N:>.of N:>. of Iet:ce:tt of Iet:celt of 
Sessicns lbJrs Total Hrs Total H:l.1is 
(1()3) (105) 
au:t II 
2.1 :rntJ:t:dLx:t:. to 
prcgramn:i.n;J ani 
datatase map: 7 21 19.4 22.8 
2.2 Int:rcrlu::t:al to 
syst:an an:Uysis 8 21 19.4 26.7 
ani design 
2.3 &}~stan stmy project 
(Aralysis) 3 days 18 16.7 14.3 
2.4 &}~stan stmy project 
(Biblicgiapli.c 2 days 12 11.1 
desjgn) 
2.5 Bib] i t:grathlc 
fantat ani 5 11 10.2 10.5 
st::nr±ure 
2.6 :rnt:ra:n.rtim to 
bibl.:iaJrafhic 2 3 2.8 ) 
datal::ase design ) 
) 14.3 
2.7 U:;irg a:s;rsrs far ) 
MINISIS far biblio- 2 days 13 12.0 ) 
grapric design 
2.8 Prin::ipleof 
infonnaticn :retrieval 4 6 5.6 6.7 
ani prc:rt.ical w::n:k 
2.9 ~ stmyofan 
ll1tEgratErl lilirat.y l/2 day 3 2.8 5.7 
S'jSt:an (UM) 
108 100.0 100.0 
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SELECTION OF TRAINEES AND 
ADDITIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TRAINING 
6.1.0 Introduction 
6.1.1 In the 1987 training programme, it was observed that there were 
considerable differences between the trainees in terms of their 
qualifications, skills and work positions. This unexpected 
characteristics of trainees had posed quite a problem to the 
programme coordinator who had to ensure that the curriculum 
content, format and sequencing would be suitable for the 
trainees. It was felt that if the trainees were more alike in 
certain important basic characteristics, the effectiveness of 
the training programme would be considerably enhanced. 
Admittedly, there were administrative and 'political' 
difficulties in the final choice of appropriate trainees. 
Nevertheless, it is our considered opinion that a little 
improvement in the selection of the 'right' trainees would have 
a large pay-off. 
6.1.2 Another issue which is related to the proposed changes to the 
curriculum (see Chapter 5), is that some training materials and 
computer facility which were not available in the 1987 training 
will be required for the proposed future training programmes. 
Specifically, these are:-
a) materials of documented case studies of information centres 
and library applications are extremely useful supplements 
for the training; in this respect, a modest funding for 
this task is required. 
b) the bibliographic database software for the HP3000 series 
minicomputer, i.e. MINI SIS, was not used in the 1987 
training; it was felt that in view of its widespread use, 
this software and its applications should be made available 
for future training programmes. 
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6.2 Review of Past Trainees• Characteristics and Recommendation of 
Procedure for Selection of Future Trainees 
6.2.1 Profile of Trainees 
The trainees of the 1987 training programme were quite a 
heterogenous group in terms of their academic qualifications, 
job positions, level of computer literacy and English language 
proficiencies. As shown in Table 6.1, among the 31 trainees, 
about equal number of the trainees had tertiary education in 
either library science or other disciplines. However, four of 
r "1 .C. 
~\o ........... ... 
~ ~ 'f~ them did not have tertiary education at all, while two of them 
~~ 
had computer science degrees. 
About 30 percent of the trainees were actually heads of the 
libraries or information centres. A similiar percentage of 
them were directly involved in library or information services. 
About 16 percent were actually project officers with partial 
responsibility for information services. The rest of them 
(about 23%) were involved in computer processing which support 
the information services either partially or entirely. 
The level of computer literacy of these trainees prior to their 
training depended on their formal academic training as well as 
their on-the-job training experiences. About 45 percent of 
them had quite a lot of experience with using computers. On 
the other hand, about 30 percent of them had none or minimal 
computer experiences. 
As for their proficiencies in the English language (written and 
verbal), about 16 percent of them were quite poor. 
Furthermore, even those with average level of proficiency did 
have problems in oral communication. 
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Cl1al:acteristics Nl.ITi:m' Perea lt:cn! 
• 
A. Acai:mic ar PJ:ofessiaBl. 
Qaljficatim 
LibraJ:y ociEn:B 12 39 
Cl::ltpiter ecl.erDe 2 6 
ot:her' tert:.:i.aty a:m'SeS 13 42 
Ncn-tertial:y 4 13 
B. Jc:b R:sitim 
Ii3a1 of lilmu:yjinfCitllBtim cenb:es "10 32 
Cl::ltpiter pm;anEl 7 23 
InfCitllBtim service pers::ll e1 9 29 
Proje± officer 5 16 
c. I.evel of Cl::ltpiter Lit:.eta::y 
Ncne ( ar a little) 10 32 
SUfficient 7 23 
A lot 14 45 
D. En;]lish I.ail:JU2ge PJ:oficien::.y 
Rxlr 5 16 
Averat;13 12 39 
Gcx:xi 14 45 
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6.2.2 Recommendations for Trainee Selection Procedure for Future 
Training Courses 
One very important contributing factor to the effectiveness of 
a training programme is the right choice of a target group of 
trainees. In this respect, a more concerted effort in 
improving the selection procedure would enhance the programme's 
effectiveness. 
In order to remedy the deficiencies in the selection procedure 
of the 1987 training programme, the following recommendations 
are made: 
i) The trainees for Part I or Part II of the training should 
have characteristics which are close to the "ideal" trainee 
described in the accompany note (6.2.3). Basically, the 
trainee for Part I training programme should be someone who 
is an administrative and/or technical head of the 
information system project. On the other hand, the trainee 
for Part II training programme is someone who is an active 
and major participant in the development and implementation 
of the computer applications. 
ii) The trainees for Part II of the training programme are 
assumed to have some experiences with the use of computers 
in their current work. Hence, applicants who could not 
fulfill this computer knowledge prerequisite have 
EITHER, 
to attend the Part I training programme (i.e. if they are 
also eligible for this training) 
to obtain an introductory course in computer especially 
microcomputer applications in their own work place. 
iii) Trainees who come from the following types of organisation 
should be given higher priority than others:-
a) Organisations which have just recently obtained IDRC 




Organisations which are facing 
(administrative and technical) 
implementing computer applications. 
numerous problems 
in developing and 
c) Organisations which have used their computer facilities 
successfully in their stated objectives under the IDRC 
funded projects h.Y.! are planning to develop larger and 
more complex information systems. 
In this regard, all trainees are expected to submit a short 
description of their current and proposed computer 
applications. See Appendix 6A for a sample form. 
iv) If possible, initial correspondences between the IDRC and 
the participating organisations should be addressed 
directly to the head or coordinator of the IDRC funded 
projects rather than to their administrative department 
heads. This is to minimise the selection of an 
inappropriate trainee. 
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6.2.3 A Note on the "Ideal" Trainees 
The ideal candidates for the training programmes are described 
below:-
For Part I Training Programme: 
Candidates with the following characteristics:-
a) coordinator (or head) of an information centre QI. head (or 
deputy head) of a library with special responsibility for 
automation; 
b) a tertiary education in any field of specialisation but 
preferably those with training in information or library 
science; 
c) at least an average level of English language proficiency; 
d) none or at most some work experiences with computer. 
The characteristics above are ranked in the order of most 
important (i.e. criterion "a") to least important (i.e. 
criterion "d"). 
For Part II Training Programme 
Candidates with the following characteristics:-
a) the trainee must be a person who is involved directly in 
the development and implementation of a major (if not all) 
aspects of the information or library services. 
b) at least some amount of experiences in using computer at 
the work place; 
c) at least an average level of English language proficiency; 
d) a tertiary education or a post-secondary education with 
specialised professional training. 
The above characteristics are ranked from most important 
(i.e. "a") to least important (i.e. "d"). 
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6.3.0 Recommendations for Funding to Document Two Case Studies of 
Computer Apolications 
Among the recommendations for curriculum changes, an important 
one is the need to improve the use of case study materials 
for the various modules (or topics). A common feature for most 
organisations which have implemented computer applications is 
that proper documentation does not exist in a useful form (if 
any). To obtain readily available and good technical 
documentations from an information centre or a library would 
therefore be very difficult. 
6.3.1 It is therefore recommended that, 
a) the IDRC provide a small research fund (about Canadian $3,000) 
to analyse and to document two types of computerised 
applications:-
i) a bibliographic data applications which is commonly 
developed for a small to medium size information centre; 
ii) a library automation application(s) of a medium to large 
library. 
b) the USM trainers (or other qualified researchers) could conduct 
these documentation studies on behalf of the IDRC. 
6.3.2 In order to minimise cost, it is further recommended that these 
two studies be as follows:-
i) a complete documentation of the USM library automation 
applications which uses the DOBIS/LIBIS softwares in a 
mainframe computer environment; 
ii) a complete documentation of an information centre in Penang 
(or in Kuala Lumpur or Singapore) in which either CDS/ISIS 
or MINISIS is used for bibliographic applications and 
production of documents. 
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6.3.3 In order to ensure that these documented materials of case 
studies could be used for the proposed training programmes, 
these documentation studies must be completed as soon as 
possible (preferably before April, 1989). These documentations 
can also be used for similar training programmes in other 
parts of the world. 
6.4.0 Recommendations for Supporting Existing Computer Facilities in 
USM 
At present, USM utilises a variety of computers (i.e. from 
microcomputer to mainframe computer) and softwares for library 
applications. 
USM has an old HP3000 minicomputer which was donated by the 
local HP manufacturing company and MINISIS was installed as one 
of its softwares. However, this computer is unreliable and the 
regular maintenance cost is too expensive relative to the 
current purchase price of a new low range HP3000 
minicomputer. 
Hence, from reliability and cost-effectiveness point of view, 
it is advantageous for USM not to use this computer for any 
purpose. Therefore if the proposed training programme need to 
use the MINISIS software (and hence the HP3000 computer), the 
following alternative recommendations are proposed:-
EITHER, 
a) that IDRC provides a modest fund to replace the old HP3000 
processor with a low range of the new micro HP3000 processor 
series. (For details, see Appendix 6B). 
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It is to be noted that the existing terminals and printer can 
still be used. 
OR, 
b) that IDRC provides a fund to enhance another HP3000 computer 
which is a relatively new machine and does not belong to USM 
but to a university funded project. This computer is 
intensively used for a specialised project and there is 
insufficient resources available to meet the requirements of 
the proposed training programme. The required enhancement 
would be, 
i) to upgrade the primary memory to 4 megabytes from the 
existing 2 megabytes; 
ii) to acquire additional secondary storage of about 300 
megabytes; 
iii) to upgrade the facility to support additional 6-8 
terminals. 
It is pertinent to point out that in a way, USM has and will 
continue to contribute indirectly a considerable amount of 
computing resources for the training programme. The USM 
administration is not likely to invest further in HP3000 
minicomputer systems solely for the benefit of the proposed 
training programme. Furthermore, the availability of 
additional HP3000 computing facility together with more 
experiences in using MINISIS, USM could very well be a 
potential regional training centre for MINISIS training 
(perhaps together with CDS/ISIS training). 
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7.0 THE BUDGET 
7.1 The 1987 Budget and Expenditure 
In the 1987 training programme, a budget of Malaysian $139,202 
was allocated by IDRC, in which only $114,844 was actually 
spent. The variance or surplus of $24,359 was mainly accounted 
for by the following items: (see Table 7.1, column A and B) 
a) Per diem for trainees 
b) Lecturers' emolument 




For convenience of discussion, the actual expenditure of the 
1987 training programme could be divided into two major 
components: 
a) the fixed cost items 
b) the variable cost items 
The variable cost items were those items that were dependent on 
the number of trainees attending the course. 
7.1.1 The major features of the expenditure were:-
a) The fixed cost and the variable cost items constituted 
about 20% and 80% respectively. This ratio of the two 
types of cost basically reflected the low overhead cost of 
the training programme in which USM had indirectly 
subsidized the programme; 
b) Using the estimated total cost, the average total cost for 
each trainee per week was $1149.00; 
c) the average airfare per trainee was $995.00; 
d) the living allowance for each trainee per week was $846.00; 
e) the cost per lecture or contact hour was $100.00. 
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'!able 7.1: Ebi;Jet.ed ani 1ctual EKp:nli.ture fat" the 1987 '1rain:in;J 
P.ttgLanue ani the P.tq:x:sai B.D:}:!t 
Expen:li.ture 
Item; 
~ 1!cbJal.a Prqx&d 
(1987) (1987) 
(A) (B) (C) 
A. Fm:d o:st Item; (331250) (231 774) (261500) 
i) E:rollllBlts 
• I.ect:urers 171500 131313 151000 
• othar eq:part:ixq staff 81250 51211 61000 
ii) Offics sq;p1Jes ani 
c:x::mrun:i.cat 41000 41250 41500 
iii) Softl..eres 21500 
iv) H:spitality 11000 11000 11000 
B. Variable o:st Itars (1051952) (911070) (941000) 
i) Airfares fat" t:ra.in=es 251312 201888 231000 
ii) :Eel:' dian fat" t:ra.in=es 801640 701182 711000 
1391202 1141844b 1201500 
Note: a Five t:ra.in=es ware paid sep:uately fat" th:rir airfares ani par 
dian ani tb:!se cx:sts am rot in::lu:Bi in this l::u:i:]et.. 
b 'll1e total exp:n:liture Wch in::luJes the aJ:ove item; in (a) 1 
ls est.inated to J::e $1241 049 • 00 • 
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7.2 The Proposed Budget 
The rationale behind the proposed budget for future training 
programme does not differ very much from the 1987 programme 
(see Table 7.1, column c). The only major difference is that 
the number of contact hours (i.e. between trainers or lecturers 
and trainees) has been increased from 133 hours (in 1987) to 
142 hours. Minor adjustments have also been made to other 
items. Based on these considerations, the proposed budget for 
future training programme is about $120,500, assuming that the 
number and type of trainees would be the same as in the 1987 
programme. In particular, trainees from the Indian 
subcontinent and Singapore will be financially supported 
separately. 
7.2.1 It is also to be noted that this proposed budget does not 
include the cost of having the extra training infrastructure as 
described in Chapter 6. Furthermore, it is envisaged that an 
extra item of expenditure may be required in the form of an 
invited lecturer for one or more topics in the future training 
programme. This is because an invited external lecturer with I! 
:{ 
considerable experiences in library automation may enrich the 
overaii quality of the training. 
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
This evaluation study, according to the Singapore IDRC officers, 
is the first one which has been commissioned by IDRC to evaluate 
their own training programmes. Since there were no precedents 
for such a study, the consultants had worked out their own 
research strategy and constructed and adapted some instruments 
which were considered to be appropriate to the terms of 
reference. 
In general, the evaluation study took much more effort than was 
originally estimated. Nevertheless, the cost of the study is 
still within the budget. 
The field trips for the purpose on-site evaluation were extremely 
beneficial to the consultants because many important and complex 
issues were able to be identified in this way. 
Finally, the research strategy and its associated instruments may 
be used for future evaluation studies of this nature, perhaps 
with certain modifications. 
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APPENDIX 3A: FIELD VISITS TO ASEAN COUNTRIES 
A. Participants of the Training Programme 
11 April 1988 
1. Participant: Mr. Shahidan Mohd. Noh 
Immediate Officer-in-Charge: Ms. Kong How Kooi, Librarian 
Forest Research Institute, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
18 April 1988 
2. Participant: Ms. Rachaneepan Tangchawal 
Immediate Officer-in-Charge: Mr. Sajja Boonthittanout, Head, 
Foreign and Technical Relations 
Information & Statistics Centre 
Technical & Foreign Relations 
Ministry of Science, Technology & Energy 
Bangkok, Thailand 
3. Participant: Ms. Mekdumrongruks Napaporn 
Related Officer: Ms. Srisunan Narintharangkura 
Southeast Asian Fisheries 
Development Centre (SEAFDEC), Bangkok 
19 April 1988 
4. Participant: Ms. Piboosin Watanapongse 
Main Library 
Kasetsart University, Bangkok 
21 April 1988 
5. Participants: Mrs. Marubeth C. Ortega 
Mr. Leo P. Cababasay 
SEAFDEC, Iloilo City, Philippines 
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6. Participant: Mr. Melchor F. Cichon 
Immediate Officer-in-Charge: Ms. Teresita Ledesma, Librarian 
University of the Philippines in Visayas Library 
Iloilo City, Philippines 
22 April 1988 
7. Participant: Ms. Prisila G. Tan 
Immediate Officer-in-Charge: Mr. Robert Jara, Project Manager 
National Mapping & Resource 
Information Authority (NAMRIA) 
Quezon City, Philippines 
2 May 1988 
8. Participants: Ms. Hernandono 
Ms. Nurasih U. Suwahyono 
Pusat Dokumentasi & Informasi 
Ilmiah (PDII), Jakarta, Indonesia 
9. Participant: Ms. Lefina K. Dotulung 
Immediate Officer-in-Charge: Mr. Rustam Ibrahim, Deputy Director 
Institute for Social and Economic Research, 
Education and Information (LP3LES), 
Jakarta 
3 May 1988 
10. Participant: Mrs. Soetitah Siwi Soedojo 
BIOTROP, Bogor, Indonesia 
4 May 1988 
11. Participants: Mr. George Tan Kia Jew 
Ms. Elsie Bong 
Asian Mass Communication Information Centre, (AMIC), 
Singapore 
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B. Potential Participants from IDRC Funded Projects 
14 April 1988 
19 April 1988 
22 April 1988 
2 May 1988 
Mr. Martin Khor and Staff 
Consumers' Association of Penang 
Penang, Malaysia 
Mr. Jongchana Sitalapruk 
Provincial Waterworks Authority 
Bangkhen, Bangkok, Thailand 
(Project: National Water Supply and Sanitation 
Information Centre) 
Dr. Gomez and Staff 
Marine Sciences Institute. 
University of the Philippines, 
Quezon City, Philippines 
(Project: Seaweed Information Philippines) 
Mr. Ajoeliarto and Staff 
Direktorat CIPT A KAR Y A 
Ministry of Public Works 
Jakarta 
(Project: Water and Sanitation Information 
Network, Indonesia) 
One other institution with an IDRC-funded project was unable to 
schedule a meeting with the consultants. 
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'Imirees: ------- 9.prigr: -------
Harc:k..an:!s: 
~~=--------------------
~ial ~.i.c:at.i.m ~ftwm3s (Lihl:acy) 
b. Expect:ai Q:np.Ite.r Facilities 
d. ~ic CXllpeterci.es ar kn::wled;Je \tbi.ch 1m been 
cr:xpirai fran the t:.:rain:in;J ani is l:e:inJ U3Erl. in o..n:ta'lt 
tasks: 
e. Assessneut o~ :b:!Efits fran the t:.:rain:in;J pt03ldltlte 
k7""-~-· • ~ U.CUlc= s stper1.C!I' • 
. ~~~-----------------• Nb. ofVblum _______________ ___ 
• Nb. of Titles------------------
• otb:!rs -------------------
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Listed bel..cM am 12 st:atanent:s l:el.at.:in::J to the l.eamirq feasihi J i ty of 
the a::urse c:bje::tives erplcyai in this a::urse. '1b the ri.cjlt af ecdl 
sta:t:eielt is a six-level :ratirg" scale rarginJ fl::an "st:r:al:J}.y cgree" 
(1) to "stragly discgl:ee'' (6). 
[Please rem each st:at:etent cm:efull.y ani detetmine to W1at eKta1t 
it at:P].i.es to yru. 'lhat is, harT stragly yru cgree ar disagree with 
the stat.erents ~ at:P1iai to yru as a train:le in this a::urse. ] 
~am the cx:des far ecdllevel. af cgreene:tt ar disagt:ee~~B:tt. 
1 st:r:agly cgree (SA) 
2 cgree (A) 
3 ten:i to cgree ('m) 
4 ten:i to disagree ('ID) 
5 di.s:Jree (D) 
6 st:r:agly disagree (SD) 
1. 'lha list af c:bje:tives tells ne ~Y W1at I 
will be able to do at the sucx:::essful 
~ Disa::gee 
SA A'm'ID DSD 
cx::nplet.ial of the cxurse. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
2. 'lha dJje:tives provide a neans far ne to 
pericxii.cally evaluate 11!f ar.n ~· 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3. As I rem the statErl c:bje::tives, I do rot 
urDerstani \\hat I am e:Mp9CtErl to aa::atplish. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4. ProiTi.s:i..crl am nade far 11!f aa:x:nplislm:nt of 
the c:bje:tives. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5. IbN I am to adrl.eve ea.ch c:bje:tive is rot 
clear. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
6. By re:rlirg' the c:bje:tives, I krx:M v.hat. I am 
e:Mp9CtErl to do in the cxurse. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7. 'lha cbje:tives do mt help ne to urDerstani 
fully the cxurse cx:rrt:a1t. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8. I fini that the cxurse c:bje::tives i.n:licate harT 
nu:::h I nust tl.y to 1.ll'Derstarrl the najar c:x:n-
oepts ar tedmicpes 'Ytlic:h were int:n:xix:ai in 
the class. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9. I do rot feel cx:nfident that I am neet.:i.rq the 
class nqri.rEitents even th:u;Jh I am do \<tlat 
is statErl in the c:bje::tives. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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If yo.1 cgree with st:atarent (feel that it is 'IRJE statarEnt) 1 please tick 
(/) in the 'T' l:x:Dc. If yo.t ~ (feel that it is a FAISE stateent) 1 
please tick (/) in the ''F'' l:x:Dc. If yo.t s:inpl.y cmn::t: decide alxut a 
st:atatentl yo.1 tick (/) in the ''U'' l:x:Dc. 
1. 'Ibis cxurse sl'n1l.d be cx:.ns:i.de.nd cna of the :m;t 
valtBble CDJrSeS W1i.c:h I have e.~er att.en::ied. 
4. 'lb= naterial. covere:i by this cxurse is un:in-
terestinJ. 
5. 'Ihe tine that I spni in this cxurse is a:npletely 
wast:Erl. 
6. QU.y a feN of the trainees en:ia:t this cxurse. 
7. 'Ibis cxurse ~ the t.:rain=es to feel that m,tshe 
is att.en:iin;J a professiall. train:in;J ptegtaulle. 
8. 'Ibis cxurse is of sene valua in prarot:irq s-ci al 
inte:racticns am:nJ i.n:foJ:nat:icn ar libral:y set:Vices 
pe![&:Jicl. 
9. 'Ihe valua of this cxurse is OJer'-E!St:.:in by 
:m;t of II¥ fellc:w trainees. 
10. 'Ibis cxurse is an inp:rt.ant part of the professicrlal 
train:in;J far t.:rain=es l:ike us. 
T F U 
1_1 l_ll_l 
T F U 
1_1 l_ll_l 
T F u 
1_1 l_ll_l 
T F U 
1_1 1_11_1 
T F U 
1_1 l_ll_l 
T F U 
1_1 l_ll_l 
T F U 
l_l l_ll_l 
T F U 
1_1 l_ll_l 
T F U 
1_1 1_11_1 
T F U 
1_1 l_ll_l 
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'Iha intemal dlarcd:eristics of tDa insb:u:::t.:i.a naterials am activities 
in the 1987 tJ:ain.i.rg a:urse am eval.uatej in tents of desirEd versus 
actual (i.e. 1987 ~) .inst:ru±ialal fE!a'b.ln?s. In the fal.l.ardrg 
checklist, please irxiicate the actual lld.usion of i.nstructi.onal 
attrili.Ites as well as ~ is nmt desind. 
In~ to each statatent, please cx:rsider 1::oth (a) ani (b): 
(a) H:w nu:h of tha characteristi.c was .irclu:kl within tha sa:pe of p.Ir 
imt::ru:±:i.cna prc:xb± dLirin:J the 1987 trainiig a:urse? 
(b) H:w nu:h of the dlaracteristics 00 ytll think Einl1d be .irclu:kl within 
tha sa:pe of }'t1Ir imt::ru:±:i.cna prc:xb±? 
* Please use tha faJ..J.a..lirg cx:rles: 
(Minjnun) 1 2 3 4 5 (MOOnum) 
very little just m.xh very 
little ~ m.xh 
(VL) (L) (JE) (M) (VM) 
* If yw ckn 't :ki'OIT h::w to :r.'E!Sfx:l sa to certain cp:sti.cns ar yw fini than 
to be IDt arpl i03ble to yw as a t.:raimr, please use the cxx1e Il< (ckn't 
krnv') or NA (n± arplic:able). 
VL L JE M VM - -
1. 'Iha prcvi.sicn of specific trairee d:riectives (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
of Wlat tha imt::ru:±:i.cna prc:xb± teaches. (b) 1 2 3 4 5 
2. A st:ataient of the skill am krnv'J.ed3e ~ (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
req.rl.sites far enb:y into tha prc:xb±. (b) 1 2 3 4 5 
3. A prcvi.sicn far a well -p:-epm:rl trairee to (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
enter tha cn.n:se at sate pla:le otb3r than tha (b) 1 2 3 4 5 
beginnirg. 
4. An effective arie.nt:at.i.cn of tha trairee to tha (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
entiJ::e tJ:ain.i.rg cnn:ses. (b) 1 2 3 4 5 
5. Use of culio-vi.s.Jal naterials awrq:ri.ate far (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
tha int:al:Ed trairee' s p::p 11 at.i.cn. (b) 1 2 3 4 5 
6. ClJrterrt that is cx::nplete ani 1..1p"'to-date. (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
(b) 1 2 3 4 5 
7. 'Iha leam:in:] of new krnv'l~ follc:w:rl by (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
practical e»m::ises. (b) 1 2 3 4 5 
a. Use of exant>les ani i J J :ust:r:a:tia s drawn fran (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
activities :relat.Erl to .intel:est:s of int:al:Ed (b) 1 2 3 4 5 
train3es. 
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As ytll have teen a trainer/.imtru::tar in the previalS train:inj cmrse, I 
'Wall.d like to fini out the inp:>rtant aspects of the instructional 
c::bja:tives of the cxurse. 
1. Am decisi01S a1:x:ut W1at to t.EB:h naia m the l:asis of detailed 
discussials anr::n;J the trainer:s am or cx:x:miinatar? 
YES --- N:> __ _ 
2. Am detai 1 ed analyses naia of perfCIIIIBl rs (of t:J:ainees) to IDent:i.fy the 
type of Jm:x.iled:}es arrl skills (i.e. E!1"Bblirg cbja:tives) lrlrl.ch am 
re:pi.nrl far perfatiiBI'rs? 
YES __ _ N:> __ _ 
3. Am the cxurse c::bja:tives c:x:rs:i.sta1t with the pn:p::se or :ratimal.e of 
the train:inj ptCXJtarute? 
YES --- N:> __ _ N:1I' &JRE ---
4. Are pre-requisite knc::Mledge ani skills completely ani clearly 
sp:cified? 
YES N) --- ---










6. H:w effa:tive d::> yru cxrsider the cx::urse dJja:tives as a nears far 
fCltlllllat.irq the ~ of class instJ:u:::t:i.c? 
very s:::treW1at SCllB+.i'lat very n::t: 
effe:tive effective i..I'Bffe:tive i..I'Bffe:tive sure 
1 2 3 4 5 ,_, ,_, '-' ,_, ,_, 
Cl:ttilB Its: 
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em inpartant mrp:n:nt of a 1:J:ajnirq ptcgtaane is the ptt7lisial fer 
variability fer sb.J:Ent leam:in;J. 'lhese pro.ri.sicrB JrEt:l be e.raluatai in 
terns of desc:::rilied vet'SI.S cdml :inst:rlx:t:.ic feab.m:ls. 'lhe fall.ar.1irq is 
a c::bac.Kl.ist of the variaJs st:atEm:nts of th:is .irBttu::::t.ia variability. 
In arBErirg each of tbase st:atsients, yt:U nust cx:n:rlder 1xth cdml (a) 
ani desirEd (d) • 
(a) H::M nu::h of the variability dlaracteristic was a;tnally in:::luled 
within the sc:x::~pe of the instructional pxoduct durirq the last 
trainin;t? 
(d) H::M nu::h of the variability c::i1arcd:e:r.i cD yt11 thilic slx:uld l::e 
in:::lu:Bi within the B:q)8 of the .irBttu::::t.ia prcxb::t? 
Please \EJe the fo11.a.lin:J CDde: 
(Minjnun) 1 2 3 4 
very little ju;t nu::h 
little EnUJh 
(VL) (L) (JE) (M) 
If yt:U are n± sn:e of the :re:~IDEe to sene of tbase q..e;t:i.aB, please 
write a:n•t krr:Jrl (II<) or rot arpl irnble ~). 
VL L JE M VM 
1. Am:n:J trainaes, at the :rate at Wri.ch t:hay are 
able to achieve a desired degree of nastel:y. (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
(d) 1 2 3 4 5 
2 • Am:n:J tJ:ainaes 1 in the c:xnp.rt:er ski.lls that 
t:hay p:l3SeSS prior to furl.r 1:J:ajnirq. (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
(d) 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Anong trainees, in their English language 
profici.en::y. (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
(d) 1 2 3 4 5 
4. In interactions anDI"q trainees, between 
trainaes ani trairers, ani b:!t:wael trainaes (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
ani Iraterials. (d) 1 2 3 4 5 
5. In instructional settings, in which 
i.nt:e:ractiCl'lS tal<e plaoe, cx:ntent can l::e (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
nastered, ani behavi.rurs can l::e pract::i.a:rl. (d) 1 2 3 4 5 
6. Am:n:J leanem, in tm:i.r krl::Ml~, urrler- (a) 1 2 3 4 5 
st:arrli.rg, ani atti'b.l:E devel.c:prart alaq a (d) 1 2 3 4 5 
cxnt.:inn.m rargin:J fmn sinple ~en to 




Note: Yru nay ticX (/) m::u::e than aE arBNe"r. 
A. 0\le:tview of tha Ccurse 
~- 1_1 
NX relat:erl to tha ttairrl.n:J ~·s cbje:±ive(s). 1_1 
Needs to 1:e pn:ased :in sjnpler: l.an;p:g9 far tha t::rairees. 1_1 
B. cmrse Cl::?je:±ives 
'1m cbje:±ives of this cx:urse are:-
l_l 
-1 -1 at:PtqJriate 
1_1 acx::eptable 
1_1 too specific 
1_1~ 
1_1 l.lM:XEptable 
1_1· mt clearly cx::nnunic:atai at tha begj.nnirq of the ttairrl.n:J 
-1 -----1 r&ds revi.s.icn {pleaAA des::rfte) : ----------------------------
c.l '1m t.ecd:linJ activities are mt :rel.atai to the c:nirSe cbje:±ive(s) ·1_1 
c.2 'lhe presentaticn of the CD.IrSe is too diffi.all.t for t::rairees. 1_1 
c.3 'lhe text lxx:lk ar re:dirq naterials are teo diffia.ilt. 
c.4 'lhel:e is mt ern.gh ref~ to re:dirq naterials. 
c.s 






D. Mrt:eri.als, Ekpiprent ani In;ttu:ticnal Aids 
d.1 1m au::li.o-'Vis.J stn..s shcul.d ba U9ed as nu:n as rxssjble. 1_1 
d.2 1m~ projector shcul.d ba U9ed nore frEq.Jently. 1_1 
E. Traimes .Activities 
e.1 1m ven:klr's dstast:mti.al a1 :i.nt:Egrated l.ibtmy softlt.are is 1_1 
very inst:tu:tive 
e.2 Sinulat.Ed exerc:ises eh::uld ba tEEd. 1_1 
e. 3 M:Jre read:in:J is reqrlrai. 1_1 
F. Gereral. Eval.uaticn 
f .1 1m units of ~ cd:.ivities ani the cn.n::se c:bjectives am n:Jt 
seq.lEl'D:ld tmrEctly 
f. 2 OVerall, the cn.n::se is acceptable as st:J::u:::t:ut:. 
f.3 OVerall, the cn.n::se is acceptable with min:r :revisim as fall.a,..s: 1_1 
f.4 Needs to in:l.l.IE nora ~ practi.c:a. 1_1 
f.5 An avenge t.ra:in3e m:pires nore tine to CXltpl.ete this cn.n::se. 1_1 









Unrelated to the cn.n::se c:bjective(s). 
'Ito diffiall.t for the trairees • 
~ ani acceptable. 






AimiDIX 3I: JN:mU.1ENIS FtR ~ AS\SESS1EN1' IN 'lEE ~ 
~
Yru have J:a:n an .i.nstnx:tar far };art of t.ba 'b:ain.in::J prcgx:aune, am I lNO.lld 
like to 1m:M W1ether yal have ~ aey test to evaluate t.ba 
perfcn::narre of t.ba t:J:ain:es. 






2B. am: is t.ba pmx:se of t.ba test? 
3. List of petfc:u::l'!ai're test.:in:J l.EErl 
a. ~il assessm:nt 
ID 1_1 
I 
'-~(Go to Q5) 
ltly rd:? 
- scl.ed:.i.m t:ypa (e.g. nultiple cm.i.aa) 
- suwl.Y t:ypa 
• sh::rt ars-.er itars 
• essay cpesticns 
• design ptdllatS 
• written :rep:n:ts 
. ~ ~------------~ 
b. Sinulaticns 
- writt:a"l s.inulati.cns 
- role pl.ayjn;J 
- case sb.rly 
c. Oral assessm:nt 
d. Cb3et:vat.ia1al assessrrent 
e. ot:h:!rs: ----------------------
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AFFENDIX 4A: FREilJEN:'{ CF RESKmES CN 'IWVNfE? I m£!I'JXlf 'lt'liAR[5 
m:mu:n:CN 
Naf that }Ql have a::npletai the crurse, please a:nplete this :fcn:m. 'Ihe 
najarity of iteJs n.:q.rl.re ally a cb:dc nm:X (/) far ya.tr anEJr.1et". Please 
re:l!x:nl to all iten; as aa:mately as p=ssihle. 
1. arl.ch tenn{s) best 















YES {cp to cp:st.icn 3) ,_, 
11 
describe the i.nsttu:::t.:ia ccti.vi.ti.es in 
q.rl:te cpi:te very 
f!aS:/ himl himl 
,_, ,_, ,_, 
3 8 
cpite cpite very 
l:xlr.in:J intemstin:J intera;t.in:J 
,_, ,_, ,_, 
6 5 




cDaqJate too no:h 
themy am prc:d.ic:s prcdic.al. w::u:k 
,_, 
8 




3. lt1y did }'Q1 need HElP? 
1_1 'Ihe naterial. W3S too diff.iaJl.t. 
1 
1_1 No a:p1anatim wm given as to Wlat. was to be leamed. 
2 
1_1 'Ihe di.m:ticns loloe.te c:x:nf'us:irq ani va:pa. 
1 
1_1 'Ihe pract:jc:al activities loloe.te too diffia.ll.t. 
6 
l_l Help W3S naeda:i to l.cxate :reali:rq naterials, aids, etc. 
1 
1_1 other (please desc::rib!) : 
7 
4. Did yal have aey prd:>1.ars :re.1.atai to: 




1_1 'Ire use of aulio-visuals? 
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AB?ENDIX 4B: ~ OF ~ CN 'IRAINEES 1 CXl.JRlE EVAIIll\Tiaf 
Please :tate the folJ.cW'g itans by t.icJdn;J (/) the agrc:priate b::N!s. 'Iba 
mt:at.:i.as to re used far m::st of the itans aze:-
E = EXellmt 
p = R:xr 
\U = Vel:y Gcx:d G = Gcx:d F = Fair 
NA = lilt Jn>l i aiDle or o::n •t I<tx:w 
1. 5.1 Cblrse a:ntent 
a. Selectim of tq>ics far nv nee:i3 
E \UG F P NA 
1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
2 7 3 1 
b. SEq.lential atder of tcpic preseutaticn 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
d. level of the cx:urse 
1_1 1_1 1_1 
too E01Bihat just 
a:ivaiDEd a:ivaiDEd right 
8 4 
e. Am:unt of na.t:erial c:x:M3I'Erl 
1_1 1_1 1_1 
far too too just 
mxh m.xh right 
1 8 4 
1.5.2 IaJ::sjE)aal:cises 
a. Iab/~ as reinfarmte:tt of 
skills tau:jlt in class 
b. Tine alloted to cmplete l.at:s/ 
~ 
c. FerfCJt'l"!Bl'Oa of eq.rlptent far l.at:sj 
~
d. EXtent to \\hi.ch l.al:B/~ bald 
11!{ interest 











F p NA 
1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
4 6 2 1 
1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
2 4 4 3 
1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
1 7 4 1 
1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
2 7 2 1 
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1.5. 3 Inst:tuXar 
a. !nst:tuXar's kn::Mla:J:}a level 
b. Inst:r:u::tar's prepu:ati.cn to tecdl 
this cx:urse 
E \U G F P NA 
'-' '-' ,_, ,_, '-' ,_, 
5 8 
,_, ,_, '-' '-' ,_, ,_, 
5 6 2 
c. !nst:tuXar's th::Itt:l..ghne .in COJerirq 1_1 l_l l_l 1_1 1_1 1_1 
tq>ics 4 7 1 1 
d. Inst:ru:::tar's clarity of preserrt:at:icn 1_1 1_1 1_1 l_l 1_1 1_1 
2 8 2 1 
e. !nst:tuXar's use of relevant exanples 1_1 l_l 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
3 5 4 1 
f. Inst:ru:::tar's ~ to pro.rjde 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 l_l 
neejsi assistan:::e 4 7 1 








1.5 .4 Train:in;J Facility 





b. Halp:flilmss of t:ra:inin:] facil i:ty 
pe:rscrnll 





E \U G F P NA 
1_1 1_1 1_1 ,_, 1_1 1_1 
7 6 
1_1 ,_, '-' ,_, ,_, 1_1 
10 3 
'-' 1_1 ,_, ,_, ,_, ,_, 
5 4 4 
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1. 5. 5 Ove:all 
E ~ G F P NA 
a. lbr d:> yru rate this cx:urse in 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
neet.:in;J ytUr ~? 2 6 3 9 
b. ltlat is ytUr overall eva1uaticn far 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 1_1 
this cx:urse? 2 3 7 
c. l'bJld yru I.m:uusrl this cx:urse to others? 
1_1 Yes 
12 
1_1 No (Please CXJl1lSlt) 
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APPENDIX 4C: ADDITIONAL COMMENTS BY TRAINEES 
A. Additional Comments on How Their Instructors Might Improve the 
Training Course 
1. "I am happy with the course." 
2. "New topics should not begin until the current topic has been 
understood by most if not all of the trainees, otherwise some of 
them get confused." 
3. "Too many topics in a week. CDS/ISIS topic needs more time, and 
more time for practical work." 
4. "Divide the topics in proper period of time; give more 
explanations, case studies, practices and above all, more time." 
5. "More time for topics discussed especially on use of softwares 
like CDS/ISIS or INMAGIC." 
6. "More rapport with the trainees; perhaps too many trainees." 
7. "The instructors are the best!" 
8. "Should provide with more examples." 
9. "More practicals and more case studies." 
10. "Trainers were good, but sometimes they talked too fast ........ . 
might be a problem to some trainees." 
B. Additional Comments on Course Content 
1. "One or two of the topics were very interesting but we didn't go 
deeper into them because of limited time." 
2. "Far too much material to be covered in a limited time." 
3. "More assignments to be given to individual rather than group." 
4. "Too many assignments." 
5. "There was an overlapping of topics e.g. on networking and impact 
of information technology." 
6. "More time should be allocated for specific applications of 
library operations using CDS/ISIS." 
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7. "The course topics should be arranged more properly to meet the 
different level of trainees' knowledge. The topics should be 
divided clearly and more time given to trainees to understand 
them." 
8. "Some case studies are not relevant to the library or information 
science trainees." 
C. Additional Comments on Topics to be Included or Excluded in 
Future Training Course 
I. "More intensive coverage of CDS/ISIS and dBase topics and more 
case studies." 
2. "Should have follow-up courses, perhaps for more experienced 
library personnel only so that they will be able to keep up with 
the latest development in library automation." 
3. "Lengthen the sessions on systems approach, more topics on 
management aspects of networking, and some topics on cost-benefit 
analysis in particular and information systems evaluation in 
general. Perhaps, a separate training course for managers on 
above topics could be arranged." 
4. "A topic on recent technological development (e.g. softwares) for 
library and information science operations and management." 
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APHNiliX EiA: 
A S1!MPIE RDI CN 'IHE U#ZJJill'Jm CF 'IHE EX!SI'lNl AND m::e:sm <XMRJ1ER 
Am.IC7\TICN) lN 'IHE 'IRAINEE)' CIG.NISATICN) 
1. List am describe briefly the cx:up.tter facilities currently 




• datal:ase nana:JE!1B'lt 
2. List ani des::rihe briefly tba an:rent ani :fut1.n:e effort in 
dellel.cpixg <X1lplter awllcati.cns: 
a. OJrrent ~:ticn(s) 
b. P\1bJ:re agU.icat.:icn(s) 
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3. List and describe briefly the maior prdJlems yw or yoor 
~ have en:x:untered in devel.cpin;J CXllp1ter ~ 
far: :yaJr .infamatial ceJ.tte ar lil::r:aJ:y. 
4. Please enclosed a sanple of the outp.rts of your CXIl'plter 
~ Wd1 yo.1 have devel.cp:d ar .inplE!lB'Ited (if any) • 
5. Please state briefly \<.hat yo.1 expect to gain fl:an att.em:in:J this 
t:rainin;J prcyx:anue ani h:w this VJ0.1ld benefit }Ulr argan:isati.cn. 
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APPENDIX 6B: HP3000 COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR THE TRAINING 
PROGRAMME 
The price of a new micro HP3000LX, minicomputer system is about 
(Malaysian) $39,000.00 to $60,000.00 for a basic configuration which 
includes, 
System processor 
2-4 megabytes main memory 
81-152 megabytes disc mechanism 
67 megabytes cartridge tape mechanism 
1 HP 700/92 terminal and cable 
Operating system and TURBO IMAGE softwares 
The existing terminals and printer of the old HP3000 computer can 
still be used. 
